May 2018 Grounds Board Report
May grounds 2018 102 hours and we had 14 volunteers this month.
Tuesday 5/01/18 12 hours
Denny hung some brackets for the pole saws. John K., Bob M., Larry, Lee and Mark hung some wire to
discourage the Raven nest builders. They spent the rest of the time working on the flag pole, installing
a new pulley and a new light.
Friday 5/04/18 8 hours
John K., Lee, Bob M., and Mark got the irrigation checked behind Nardos and Viva. Mark and Lee are
going to the nursery Monday to buy a few plants with the hope that HD (Manny) can get them in the
ground on Tluesday. They are starting earlier as things are heating up. Looks like only Mark, Lee, Bob
M., Sharon, and Ron and Bob Murray are the only ones left.
Tuesday 5/08/18 28 hours
Wow Big day today. Mark, Bob M., Vic, Rick F., Bob F., Hal, and Lee worked from 7 to 11 on raising
stop signs. Mark thinks they will do more signs on Friday.
Friday 5/11/18 8 hours
Ron mowed the Nature Path really windy. Bob M., Lee and Mark cleaned up Park 9 that is behind
Lee's house. Then they removed Judy's cactus to be planted later probably Tuesday with a couple more
donations.
Tuesday 5/15/18 6 hours
Mark, Bob M. and Lee. Put some more plants in and around Rio Fuerte wash.
Friday 5/18/18 16 hours
We had some Javelina dig up a barrel cactus we planted at Rambles and Fuerte. Think they were going
for some grubs? We decided to add a rock there instead. Lee did come today, so Bob ,Lee and I
planted that cactus down by the entrance to the park. We had about 8 man hours today and I will have
about another 8 this week with the other stuff I am doing. Bob M. weed whipped the common area
behind Wolf Run.
Week of 5/21/18 9 hours so far.
I spent 3 hours working on the Nature Path this morning. I took the ATV and trailer and filled it with
branches that had grown over the Path. I also raked the exercise areas and benches. Lee and I are
starting at 6:00a.m. tomorrow and will paint the inside of the rosettes at the entrance before it gets too
hot! We will paint fences at Rio Fuerte entrance when all the landscaping is finished there.
Friday 5/25/18 6 hours
Bob and Lee did some trimming, fixed an irrigation leak, planted some cactus at the Rio Fuerte
entrance and checked out a pack rat nest.
Tuesday 5/29/18 9 hour
Mark, Bob and Lee moved some agave plants for Joe Barton and transplanted a saguaro donated by
Bonnie Delvaux in honor of Ron. Joe is going to donate a bench at the Rio Fuerte entrance.

